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CLOUD COMPUTE AND STORE

CUSTOMER BENEFITS OF CLOUD 

Simply put, cloud computing is computing based on the 
internet. In the past, people would run applications or 
programs from software downloaded on a physical computer 
or server in their building. Now cloud computing allows people 
access to the same kinds of applications through the internet.  
Cloud Storage is a service where data is remotely maintained, 
managed, and backed up. The service allows the users to store 
files online so that they can access them from any location via 
the internet.

CLOUD COMPUTING 

CHALLENGE 
Looking for a cloud provider to help manage your cloud 
services with 100% uptime and 24x7x365 support.

Questions to consider:

• What is your current Disaster Recovery and Business 

Continuity plan?

• Do you want to implement BYOD?

• Does your organization have compliance requirements?

• What is your current backup solution?

• What applications are you running today?

LISTEN FOR THESE COMMENTS:
• We have limited IT resources or capital

• We need to implement a DR plan

• We are heavily reliant on our data

• We are rapidly growing

• We run applications on physical or virtual servers
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CASE STUDY

How Travis Perkins put cloud at the heart of its five-year roadmap 
– and reaped dividends

In 2013, building and construction firm Travis Perkins developed a five-year roadmap for 
its IT. Technology would be a ‘key enabler of strategic change’ rather than a support 
function, with investments amounting to more than double the IT budget, enhancing 
infrastructure and getting to grips with open source and cloud architecture in the 
process.

Four years into the plan, things seem to be going swimmingly. The IT budget has been 
duly doubled, and the company’s self-service portal supports 30,000 staff.

The key to Travis Perkins’ success has been changing the IT service management (ITSM) 
environment from a firefighting fast’ approach to focus on cloud-based technology and 
a ‘fail less’ outlook. This has come using ServiceNow from UK-based IT solutions provider 
Fruition Partners.

“The previous approach was mostly a result of having a spread of legacy solutions in 
place and no unified way to manage them,” Wendy Collison, Travis Perkins project 
manager for service development, told CloudTech. “Now, we are creating greater 
integration and e˛cienc y across the business by harnessing multi-channel transactional 
support, re-engineering and upgrading legacy systems to provide enhanced 
infrastructure to provide fix solutions quicker.”

In July 2014, the service delivery team launched SolveIT, the first iteration of a 
self-service website. To begin with, the portal was focused on IT support, which helped 
users log IT incidents and track progress, as well as provide information so users could ÿx 
issues themselves.

Today, it is now accessible to all 30,000 employees across the Travis Perkins group, with 
10 percent of all incidents and service requests going through the portal. This is 
described by the company as a “good achievement”, considering the fact that many 
workers in stores and warehouses who are less likely to use the portal through their job 
role. The company also reports a more than 20 percent reduction in incidents, and 
quicker root cause analysis.

“It took a while to gain momentum as for some colleagues in branch and store locations 
they didn’t notice any significant changes to working methods,” added Collison. “But 
through further updates and enhancements with ServiceNow, colleagues are seeing a 
real difference to the updates and information they receive, they are better informed 
and service teams have more time to concentrate on delivering better services, and 
anticipating problems before they happen.”

Ultimately, the goal is to ‘move fully to a services-based organization based around a 
service catalog, detailing all the business services the organization provides along with 
associated costs and commitments. One such development in the pipeline is putting 
together an online branded clothing store for Travis Perkins staff, with employees being 
able to select uniform, schedule delivery, and organize returns via an automated 
system.

“The first step was to create a successful product catalog enabling colleagues to 
purchase devices from our self-service portal, such as phones, laptops and printers,” said 
Collison. “Moving forward, we aim to create a full-service catalog where businesses will 
be able to purchase readily available solutions such as websites, business analytics, and 
customer relationship solutions.”

This shows there are still a couple of steps to go for Travis Perkins – but the journey 
already undertaken gives a glimpse of how a long-term cloud plan, properly executed, 
can reap the rewards.
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DISCOVERY QUESTIONS

• Describe your long-term corporate initiatives to control the mobility environment 
and get costs under control.

• What is your overall management process today with your mobility environment?

• Who handles reviewing the invoices to ensure accuracy and compare back to 
contracted rates?

• What would you like to see for your mobility environment from a manage-ment 
perspective?

• Are there any issues with the day to day management of your mobility environment?

• Would the lines be Corporate Liable (Billed to the corporate account)?
Or combination of Corporate Liable and Individual Liable (Billed to the User)?

• Is there a specific platform & brand that they prefer to use? Ex. Apple(iOS), Samsung 
(Android), Microsoft, Google

• What types of service plans are current users on? When does the contract expire?

• Do you have accurate reporting on your wireless today? 

• Do you have or desire to have any of the following devices?
Tablets, Smartphones, Hotspots/USB sticks, Machine 2 Machine - like Kiosks, Digital 
Signage, Tracking inventory?

• Are devices purchased outright? Subsidized?

• Do they have a set schedule for device upgrades?

• Does the customer have specific apps that are running on these devices today?

• Do all the facilities tend to have Wi-Fi? Some of the carriers offer Wi-Fi calling 
capabilities nationwide which can be a great feature when in remote parts of office 
facilities where the signal can be impacted.

• Do any of the users travel outside the USA? Are there any international requirements?

• How much data is needed per line or for overall lines? The carriers can provide High 
Speed data for each individual line or pool the data across all lines.

• How much data does the average user consumes today on a monthly basis? If you are 
unsure, we would be glad to assist in reviewing some current invoices.

• How do you handle Cost Allocation today?

• How do you handle end user requests?
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